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THE IIEUTROIT A3 A DI3IUTEGR.VTCR OF /iTOI'S
Introduction
i
I'he jjurpose of this tliesis is to show, first from a
theore tica,l , and then from an experimental point of view, that
the neutron is an ideal tool for "smashinc" atoms. It v/ill
hecome apparent that the neutron, for a few reasons, is not
exactly the answer to the twentieth-century alchemist's prayer,
but we shall see that it has one property that OTershadows all
others, and makes it capahle of attacking atoms which other
atomic particles can never approach. The treatment of the sub-
ject is, at the start, historical, to afford a panoramic view
of what has gone before, and connect the past witli the present,
iollowing a short discussion of the neutron itself, so that we
may better understand this unusual bit of m^itter, \;e shall
examine, in as much detail as possible, a number of experiments
carried out Y/ith it. The thesis is not mathematical, for the
mathematics involved in some of the experiments \/ould consti-
j
tute a thesis in itself if auec^uately treated. At best, the
j
author hopes to present a clear qualitative picture of his
subject, and will be amply rewarded if the reader, having read
the paijer, feels that this has been accomplished.
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A Glance at the Past
"The history of alcheny is the history of an error,"
Such was the short suimiiary hy iierrnanii Eopp-^ of centuries of
attempts to transmute the chemical elements, Tv/o generations
later alchemy became a reality, v/hen it had passed from the
realm of the chemists to tiiat of the physicists, who not only
possessed the right weapons for attacking the atoms, but also
invented methods of detecting transmutations of matter on an
infinitely smaller scale than those sought by the chem.ists. But
let it not be understood that the chemist has been entirely
eliminated from the field of this remarkable new branch of
science, ./'ith the development of what m:^y v/ell be tertied "micro-
chemistry", the chemist has, especially within the last two or
three years, been in a position to aid in the identification of
many tra,nsmutation products ¥/hich might otherwise have remained
mnidentified.
The actual rea.lization that all tlie elements are not
immutably stable came soon after the discovery of X-rays late
in the last century, when scientists found that they had before
them a case of one element, radium, breaking dov.'n to yield many
products, among which were two other elements, helium and lead.
From that day forward, men have been seriously hoping for tiie
day when they would understand the manner in which these changes
take place, the day when it would be possible for them to
^Hermann Kopp, "Beitrftge zur cieschichte der Chemie", I, p. 17,
(Braunschweig, 1869),
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convert any amount of a given element to an equal amount of a
v/anted element^ lio longer is it the desire to convert the "base
metals to gold; science is interested today in all matter, and
gold is valued only for the knowledge of tlie structure of the
atom it can help us gain.
The "beginning, like all "beginnings, was crude, Ileans of
detection were limited in that no jjicture of what was happening
could be had. At last, however, in 1911, G. T. 11. Wilson^
showed that, if alpha, particles are passed through air that is
supersaturated with water vaijor, minute droplets of v/ater are
condensed on the ions v/hich are produced along the xJ^'ths of "tii^
alpha particles, and that, if the light of an arc laiTip shines
on a trail of these water drops, they are seen "by its reflected
light as a continuous track. Thus Wclq born the far-famed \7ilson
Cloud Chamher, the only device v;e have the t enables us to take
a picture of an atomic disintegration in action, \7ith this
device to augment the evidence given by the already \Yell-
developed ionisation chambers and counters, science found that
it could prove the e:j:istence of artificial transmutations,
it is a peculiarity of all the detecting devices v/e
have that they depend fundajuentally on the fact that the rays
or particles they detect are ions, A particle or ray that is
not an ion cannot be detected directly by any of these instru-
ments, it is probably for this reason that early attempts at
Atomic Physics", Univ, of Pittsburg Physics Staff, pp, 208-9,
(John "Viley and 3ons, Inc., 1933),
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smashing the ato^ji were made v/ith electrons
,
^helium ions {alplia
particles), and hydrogen ions (protons) as tools. If an un-
charged, neutral, and therefore non-ionic pi.rticle existed at
all, it was not detected. Thus it v/as th-t the neutron vjas the
last of the "bombarding particles to he identified. Ironically,
this particle was destined to become the most efficient tool
the experimenting atomic ^jhj'-sicist possesses.
As far ba-clc as 1915, D. Harlcins-^, working on the
theory of atomic constitution, sug^-jested that there might be a
neutral jparticle of approxims.tely the same weight as the
hydrogen nucleus, V/ith his colleagues, he noticed that the
light elements of even atomic number might be thought of as
being composed of alpha x-^articles alone. Thus, helium had a
mass of four, carbon a mass o€ tv/elve, axygen a mass of six-
teen, and so on. In the c=::se of beryllium, however, there was
a,n exception, for beryllium has a mass of nine, instead of the
expected eight. If we assum.e beryllium to be composed of two
alpha particles and a neutral particle of mass one, we can fit
it into its place in this order of elements, TIarkins felt that,
if, in some way, this neutral particle could be removed and an
alijha particle added, we would have cr.rbon. Seventeen yerrs
later. Curie and Joliot^, by "Adding" an alplia particle to
beryllium, got carbon plus a neutrai particle, the neutron,
although they did not realize this at the time,
"^iiarkins, Gans, ITewson. "Physical Review," 44, p, 529,
^Irene Curio and Joliot, "Comptes Rendu s", 194, pp, 708-711^
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Again, in 1920 this time, 7. D, Harkins^ predicted a
neutron, and elaborated to tlie extent of telling wliat it v/ould
be like, Ke x^ostulated that it would have no chenical and xev/
01 the ordinary ^jhysical ^properties, and that it v/ould pass
readily through the outer parts of the atoms of any substance^
Still the neutron remained undetected, even though it was pre-
dicted by others too, they also realizing that such a particle
must exist. At last, in 1930, "Bothe and Becker^, working in
Gerns.ny, found that, if alpha, particles from poloniui.i fall on
beryllium or boron, a very penetrating radiation is ei.itted,
V/ithin two years, Curie and Joliot raade the same discovery in
their own laboratory, as we ha-ve already seen. The penetration
of this radiation was so great that five or six centimeters of
lead were needed to reduce it to half value, For this reason,
and because it was not deflected in a magnetic or electric fielc,
the radiation v/as interpreted by each pair of discoverers as
gar.'ima radiation. It v/as found that, v/hen this radiation \/as
po.ssed through a substance conts.ining hydrogen atoms, very-long-
range protons were ejected. The ejection of these protons was
attributed by their discoverers to the Compton effect* If this
was actually the case, it was shovm mathematically thc.t the
gamira rays must have frequencies higher than any then knovm^
and herein la.y a difficulty, as v;e are about to see.
1., Science", 83, pp. 533-543»
2^«»A.tomic Physics", Univ, of Pittsburg P^iysics Staffs pp, 244-5,
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The Neutron
The theory that this new radiation might be gamma rays
passed unchallenged until Ghadwick^ showed that its conse^iuen-
ces could not be upheld unless the laws of conservation of
energy and nonentuni were relinq.uished» Something more massive
than a photon was needed to obtain such long-range protons. The
idea of gaimiia rays was given up entirely when, in later writing
Chadwick^ shov/ed that conclusions based on the assumption that
this very penentrating radiation is composed of fast-moving,
neutral particles, of mass practics.lly the sai-xe as that of a
proton, a.re quite tenable. Such a particle is, of course, a
neutron.
In the course of establishing the existence of a xieutron
Ghadwick also investigated its properties. The general iDredic-
tions of iiarkins and others were substantiated, for the particl4
was neutral, and had no chemical, and almost none of the physi-
cal prop)ertie3, excex)t mass and size, Preliuiinary work indicatec^
that the neutron did, in fact, have a mass of about one on the
regular scale of atomic weights. Later \Tork, based on neutron
disintegrations, yielded weights ranging from 1,005 to 1,008,
on the scale of oxygen having mss 16, Ghadwick himself pre-
ferred 1,0067 as the i:iass of the neutron, and, from this, infer4
red that the neutron may be composed ox an electron and a
proton. This, however, is not generally held at present, '.ind,
~~
— — — —
^-J". (Jhrdv;ick. "Proceedings of the Uoyal Society of London",
A156, pp, C92-708*
^J, Ohadwick, "NaturK •
,
lki9, p, 212,
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although Chadwick's determination is q.uite reliable, others
have "been a,rrived at which are eq^uallj'' accev) table, among them
1.0107, by Curie and Joliot^, and 1.0083, by \7ilson^. The re-
sults of all these investigations served to establish that tiie
mass of the neutron is substantially the ssjae as that of the
proton.
Determinations of other properties of the neutron have
been made, and it would not be amiss to mentioa them here,
Hassey^ has shown that the radius of the neutron is less than
2 X 10"-'-'^ centimeters, From the speeds of the protons they
project from hydrogen, it has been estimated that the speed of
the faster neutrons is about 3,3 x 10^ cm,/sec.,'^,
^Irene Curie and Joliot, "ITature"
,
133, p, 721,
A. Wilson, "Proceedings of the Royal Society of London*',
A 153, pp. 493-504.
^11. S. '.if. I^assey, "Proceedings of the Royal Society of London",
A 138, pp. 460-469,
^L. B. Loeb and A. 3. Adams, "Development of Physical Thought"
»
P. 575, (John V/iley caid Sons, Inc., 1933),
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The ITeutron as a Bombarding Particle
IPor Liany reasons, tiie neutron would not seen to be a
particle that one could use advantageously in bombarding atoms.
It is not jjossi'ble to detect it directly, for, being ele ctri calf-
ly neutral, it does not ionise matter adjacent to it. It there-
fore leaves no track in a cloud chamber nor does it render it-
self directly detectable in an ionisation chamber. It does not
occur free in nature in the sense that alpha particles and
electrons (beta rays) do, but has to be ejected from nuclei
that are willing to give it up, Tor this reason, neutron source
have to be artificially prex^ared, I'inally, neutron reactions
are relatively scarce, as evidenced by the fact that neutrons
travel much farther in air v/itliout collision than do other par-
ticles. It is for this reason that early experimenters called
neutrons a "very pene .trating" radiation, Fortunately, however,
these difficulties can be overcome, or become insignificant
when coi;pared with the great advanta-ges that a.ccrue when one
uses the neutron to bombard the heavier atoms.
As v^e have seen, particles otlier than the neutron are
all electrically charged, alpha particles and protons being
positive, .and the electron negative. The electron, however, is
a very light particle, being less than one eigh tee h-hundredth
as heavy as the proton, which itself is only one quarter as
heavy as the alpha particle* Being so liglit, the electron is
not very useful in atomic disintegrations, A large mass is far
more capable of disrupting an atom. The rermining two p ;rticles»
which are the ones that were used before the discovery of the
-i
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neutron, are "both positively charged, the proton bearing one
positive charge, and the alpha particle tv/o, Likev/ise, the
atoraic nuclei are also positively charged, the various nuclei
bearing from one to ninety- tv/o £)0sitive charges each, the num-
ber generally increasing with atomic weight. Thus the lightest
nucleus, that of hydrogen (the proton) bears one positive
charge, nnd is assigned the atomic number 1, v/hile the heavi-
est, that of uranium, bears ninety-two positive charges, and
is assigned the atomic number 92. It is as a result of this fac
that alpha particles and protons are not successful in attack-
ing the heavier nuclei, for, as is commonly knovm, like elec-
trostatic charges repel eachother, a^ccording to Coulomb *s law.
Therefore, if we project a number of protons into a mass of
light a.toms, the atomic nuclei will tend to repel them by vir-
tue of their charges, Tlie momentum of a proton, however, may
very often be great enough for it to overcome the repulsion of
the atomic nucleus it is approaching, and it penetrates the
electrostatic field, or "potential barrier" as it is called,
and either collides with or attaches itself to the nucleus,
thus causing a change in the constitution of the atom. Such a
reaction is considered an atomic dis integra-tion. >:^uali tatively
,
the alpha particle acts in the very same v/ay. These reactions
are possible only in the c;-ses of the lighter • toi.is, for witli
increasing atomic weight and number, the potential barrier be-
comes so great tliat neither proton nor alpha particle can pene-
trate it. If we add to this the fact that a positively charged
X( *
energy
particle constantly loses kinetic^ythrough, work done in distur-
bing the electrons present in any mediuiu through which it nay
pass, vie cannot fail to see how futile it is to expect it to
be able to attack a heavy atom. Thus, as Harkins^ tells us,
positively charged particles set into motion by a potential of
ten million volts v/ere not cax^able of penetrating to the nuclei
of atoms of atomic number greater than nineteen.
The neutron acts in e.n entirely different manner, due to
the fact that it bears no charge, For this res.son, v/hen brought
nea.r another body, it is influenced only by the gravitational
force of attraction; there is no repulsion. Hence, the neutron
should be able to penetrate into the nucleus of any atom that
happens to be in its path, irrespective of atomic number. Also,
being electrically neutral, it v/ill lose no kinetic energy be-
fore collision through v/ork done in removing electrons from
other atoms, as do cliarged pcirticles. Instead, it will retain
all its energy until it encounters another body, a,nd then usual
ly expend most or all of it in the collision. From this point
of view, the neutron should be very efficient as a disintegra-
tor of atoms. The fact that it retains most of its energy until
collision is shown when we examine its range, and compare this
with the range of an alphci particle under tlie same conditions,
Witlri a velocity of 5 x 10^ cn./sec., an alpha particle travels
about one foot in airl, and a proton about the same, while a
neutron can go as much as a (quarter of a mile before it
D, Harkins, "Science", 83, pp, 533-543,
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experiences a sharp collision with, an atom» This fact is at
once an advantage and a disadvantage. Although it shows that
the neutron is very efficient v/hen it enters into e- collision,
it also shows that the neutron rarely ever enters into a col-
lision» With very good luck, a neutron projected into nitrogen
Y/ill imke a collision with a nucleus only once in 300 or 400
yards Past-moving neutrons pass easily throu^^h a thick \/all
of metal or stone, if the stone contains no water. This disad-
va,ntage is uuite compensated for, hov/ever, hy the treiiendous
efficiency of neutrons in collisions, and the fi.ct that tliey
are capable of attacking the heavier atoms. Further, there is
a way to avoid the disadmntage entirely, as we are ahout to see.
The 31 07/ Heutron
The fact that fast neutron collisions are very rare is
an annoying disadvantage, but, happily, a means of circuniventine
this difficulty has been found in the so-called "slow neutron",
which is, as its n^-jrie implies, a neutron th; t is moving much
slower than those ordinarily obtained. As we saw, early experi-
menters vn.th neutrons called them a "very penetrating" radiatior
Slow neutrons are not so penetrating; instead they remain near
various nuclei long enough to be attracted into them, and be
absorbed. This marvelous new kind of neutron was first noticed
when a source of neutrons (usually polonium and beryllium, as
used by the first investigators) v.as surrounded by water,
-'-J. Chadv/ick. "Proceedin-s of the Royal Society of London",
A 142, pp, 1-25
»
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paraffin, or some other hydrogenous substance, 1 The resulting
radiation was far more capahle , in riost cases, of causing
atomic disintegrations thsn v/ere the ordinary fast neutrons.
Being less penetrating, the slow neutron seemed to enter into
collisions much more freq.uently than the fast one.
With the discovery of the slow neutron came attempts at
explaining its origin and its action. For an explanation of its
origin, it is to our advantage to turn to that branch of physic
known as mechanics. Here we find that, when a light body
strikes a heavy one in an elastic collision, the light body re-
bounds from the heavy one Y;ith only a slight loss in kinetic
energy, the lost energy being taken up by the heavy body. But,
vaien a light body strikes another light body in an elastic col-
lision, the striking bod^A slows down, ana sometimes even stops,
instantaneously, its kinetic energy being taken up by the
struck body. Since atomic collisions are elastic, v/e can use
this fact to explain the action of hydrogen in slowing down the
neutron when a neutron source is surrounded by a hydrogenous
substance. Hydrogen nuclei, or protons, are of the same v/eight
(aijxjroximately ) as neutrons. Therefore, when a neutron strikes
a proton, it projects the proton forward with almost the s:;;me
speed as it, the neutron, had before it struck. This happens
practically instantaneously, so that there is no time for the
neutron to attach itself to the proton. Instead, the neutron
remains free, but now moves with greatly reduced speed,
Ferriii and Rasetti. "II iluova Gimento", 12, pp, 201-210.
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Suppose, ]io\7ever, that we surround our source with lead in-
stead of hydrogen. The neutron no?/ encounters a lead nucleus,
v/hic>i is much the het.vier of the two particles. Instead of pro-
jecting this nucleus forward, the neutron rebounds instan-
taneously, and, finally, either escapes from the lea.d as a fast
neutron, or, very rarely, is ahsorhed, and an atomic disin-
tegration takes place* Thus, h2/drogen is capable of slov:ing
down neutrons, v/hile heavy elements are not.
The same "branch of physics aids us in unders tp.nding the
greater efficiency of the slow neutron, except that this time
we are going to examine a whole solar system. If a large body,
about the sam.e size as one of our planets, were to come from
outer space and pass, with tremendous velocity, right through
our solar system v/ithout striking any of the planets, it is
CiUite x^robable timt v/e would not be afiected ;:.t all. But, if
the same body v/ere to come again, with a much reduced velocity,
the effect would alm.ost surely be disastrous, for then each
planet would have time to exert its ovm gravitational attractioi
on the stranger, and the chances of its falling into one of our
planets would be greatly increased* A similar piEture can be
drav/n of the actions of fast and slow neutrons, A neutron,
about to enter a substance, encounters, not a solid, but a
region occupied by electrons and nuclei, the electrons probably
revolving in some fixed manner about the nuclei, and the nuclei
vibrating or moving about at random, with the major part of the
region empty. At any given instant, there are probably many
clear paths through the region, paths that exist, of course.
i
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only for an instant. If the neutron is a fast one, it is moving
I
we have seen, with a velocity of 3.3 >: 10^ ciru/sec,, which is
i
one -tenth that of light, and it stands a very good chir.nce of
I
j
j
passing through the region along one of these paths, before the
(
i
I
various nuclei can alter their positions in space to any great
i
extent, OGca,sionaliy , there is a collision, when the neutron
passes near enough to a nucleus to he attracted to it, or when
it collides head-on, hut, as v;e know, this is rare. If, on the
other hand, the neutron is a slo\7 one, it rriay embark along one
of these free paths, but, since it is moving slowly, the
various nuclei have much more time in which to exert their
forces of attraction on it. In ciddition, the chances of its
getting through before the path alters are much less, Por these
reasons, we would expect the slov/ neutron to become involved in
atomic reactions much more frequently th;-,n the fast one, and
such is the case. Slow neutrons are much more easily captured
than fast ones, We shaJLi see later that it is by being captured
that the neutron usually causes an atomic disintegration. Thus
we have a neutron v/hose reactions with atomic nuclei are not
too rare to be useful, and one of the difficulties involved in
1 using neutrons as bombarding particles is removed* \7e nov/ pass
on to the second difficulty^ that of detection.
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Detecting the I^eutron
V/hen it was realized that the neutron has such a great
advantage over other particles in tranlmuting the heavier atoms I
means were sought, and (iuickly found, of overcoming the diffi-
culty of detecting this ijarticle» The solution v/as very sir.i|jle,
for, as we saw when discussing the slovdng dov/n of neutrons by
hydrogen, a neutron will give u^j almost all of its energy to a
proton in a collision, and project the proton forv;ard» These
"projected protons" are ions, a,nd can "be detected in the usual
manner* Since the mass of the neutron is substantially the same
ab that of the i^roton, the velocity of a projected proton can
he ta,.ken as approximately that of the projecting neutron* Slow
neutrons also project protons, but for a much shorter distance*
The slov/ neutron, ho\/ever , ha,s so little energy'" that it does not
enter readily into the reiiuired elastic collision, so that the
projected proton method is not a convenient method of detecting
it, Inste::,d, ionisation chambers that are specially prepr red
are used, among them the lithium ionisation chamber^. This is
different from the ordinary ionisntion chai.iber only in tht t it
slow
is lined with lithium, v/hich enters readily into reaction withj^
neutrons, and hence produces ions when the slov/ neutrons col-
lide with it* V.hen the neutron actually enters into a reaction,
we do not detect it at all, but detect only the reaction pro-
ducts, ij'rom the character of the tracks they leave in a cloud
chamber, the velocity, energy, and direction of the colliding
^G.B.Pegram, G. A.Fink, and D .P .:.:i tchell* "Physical Iveview", 4d,
pp. 267-269*
i.
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Ineutron are inferred* The reaction products tlieiriselves are re-
cognized "by their tracks, or identified chemically* Thus xre
have many simple means of cie tec ting the presence of eitiier kind
of neutron, a-nd another of our original difficulties vanishes*
Sources of lieutrons
i'ortunately , the preparation of sources of either fast
or slow neutrons is a rel^itively simple matter, in the first
experiments, neutrons v/ere obtained by allowing the alpha
particles from polonium to fall on berylliuia or boron. There
resulted some gamma rays and a stream of neutrons, I'his type of
source is easily prepared, and is still popular. In the accom-
panying diagram Liay be seen one example of a Po-3e (polonium-
beryllium) source, after Chadwick,-^ The source of poloniuia v/as
preij^red from a solution of radium a, E, and F (obtained from
some old radon tubes) by deposition on a silver disk one
I I
3i 1%/ev- I// / /
'
/^'// /
I i i I f
I L t i /
t * t if
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A Po-3e Source of lleutrons
^J. Chadv/ick, "Proceedings of the r^oyCol oociety of London",
A 136, p, 695,
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centimeter in diameter. This was plajced close to a disk of pure
berylliiom, and "botli were enclosed in a vessel vjhich could "be
evacuated* Such a source is exceedingly simple, and is a good
producer of neutrons. The actual process "by Y/hich neutrons are
produced is itself an atoLiic disintegration, v/hich, like all
chemical changes, is repreoentable hy a chemical ec^^uation. The
eq^uation for this cr.se is:
He'^ + Be^ c^^ C^^ + n^ ,
Translated into ordinary English, this reads: one alpha particli
which is a helium nucleus of mass 4, plus one beryllium nucleus
of mass 9 for/.i one nucleus of the carbon isotope of mass 13,
This breaks down to form one nucleus of ordinary carbon of ma.ss
12 and one neutron. These are nuclear reactions. Electrons are
not considered, as rtoms are changed only by altering their
nuclei. A similar equation can be written in the case of boron,
v/hich also emits neutrons when bombarded with alpha particles:
He4-4 4- n^
.
In this case nitrogen is one of the final products.
There are many other sources of neutrons now known,
some of Y/hich einit neutrons in far greater nur.ibers tlmn do
those already described. ITotable among these is that used by
Bonner and Brubaker-^ in their \7ork. They report the emission
of neutrons in large numbers Y/hen deuterons are used as a bom-
barding particle. In one c- se, they bombarded deuterium v/ith
W.Bonner and W.II,Brubaker. "Physical Keview", 49, pp. 19-21.
* »
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deuterons, the reaction being:
—> He^ + n^ .
A unique form of helium is one of the ijroducts* A still greater
yield was had v/hen they bombarded berylliun with deuterons:
Lithium has also been bombarded with deuterons^, and yields
about half as many neutrons as beryllium under the same condi-
tions* Curie and Joliot^ have found that fluorine, lithium,
sodium, and aluminum all emit neutrons, in varying intensities,
¥/hen bombarded Yiith alpha particles from polonium, Lawrence and
Livings tor? h.'i.ve found that r/e can get neutrons from elements as
heavy as platinum., by using deuterons of 1»3 million volts as
bombarding particles. The yield from, platinum is only one one-
hundredth as great as that from beryllium, and that from alu-
minum only one -tenth as great as tliat fromj. beryllium, A very
strong source, but one highly contaminated with ganmia rays, is
one devised by J, R. Du.nningi This use^ a tiny glass bulb filled
with a mixture of fine beryllium filings and about 1800 milli-
curies of radon, which has a much greater s,lpha particle content
than polonium. This source is very sme.ll and intense.
^H,R.Crane, G. C.Lauri tsen, and A. Soltan, "Physical Review", 45,
pp» 507-512.
^Irene Curie and P. Joliot, "Journal de Physique et le Radium",
vol, 4, pp, 278-286,
O.Lawrence a.nd IT. S .Livings ton, "Physical Reviev/'», 45,p, 220,
J.R,Dunning, "Physical Review", 45, , 586,
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i In general, all neutron sources involve a means of
i
j
placing a bonbarding particle in contact Y/ith a nucleus, and,
especially when the "bombarding particle cones from a naturally
radioactive element, yield a neutron emission that is contami-
nated to some extent v/ith gamma rays» I'his is shov/n in cloud
chamber photographs,^ The gamma n^ys are usually grcc.tly cut
down by surrounding the source of neutrons with lead, in the
form of a thin sheet. Lead permits neutrons to pass much more
easily than gamma rays. Any neutron source can be made to yield
slow neutrons by simply surrounding it with a hydrogenous sub-
stance, such as T/ater, paraffin, or oil. An important fact is
that all of our useable sources involve light atoms. This is to
be expected, for we produce neutrons by bombardment with
charged particles, and, a.s v.e have seen, charged particles can-
not be expected to attack heary nuclei. Thus vanishes the last
of our difficulties, for we now have many sources of both kinds
of neutrons. The wonderful suitability of the neutron as a
I
i disintegrator of atoms becomes at once a^.parent.
H.R. Crane, C.C.Lauritsen, and A.Soltan, "Comptes Rendus", 197,
pp, 639-641.
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Harly Experiraents
Vith the neutron nov/ easy to detect, with, sources plen-
tiful and v8.rious, and with the scarcity of neutron reactions
overcome "by the use of slov; neutrons, it is no wonder that the
present-day alchemist has been able to make onslaughts against
even the her.viest atoms, 3o great has been the success of ex-
periments, and so fast their progress, that scientists no\7 look
forv;ard hoxjefully to the creation^ v/ith the aid of the neutron,
of elem.ents of atomic number greater than ninety- two.
The ¥/ork in the beginning, however, did not involve the
heavier elements. Instead, the neutron, valued for its efficien-
cy, wes used to investigate some of the more common light elemen||;s,
such as nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon» The latter two of these
had not been very successfully investigated with other bombar-
ding particles » Among the first investigators was J. leather,
who, under Chadwick, studied the natures of these three elements
q.uite thoroughly^ In Feather's earliest work^, in which he took
numerous cloud chamber photographs, he found that the majority
of collisions of neutrons with atomic nuclei are elastic, but
that occasionally inelastic collisions occur. In 2000 photo-
graphs. Feather detained 100 examples of recoil tracks of nitro-
gen due to elastic collisions, and tliirty exainples of paired
tracks of a different type. Each type is shovm diagram^^tically
on tlie page following, Tlie dotted line indicates the probable
^J. Chadv/ick, "Proceedings of the Royil Society of London",
A 142, pp, 1-25,

path and direction of the neutron. This, of course, does not
show in the pho tograplis* The circle, in each case, Liarks the
edge of the caioud chamber. All v/e see in a xjhotograj.>h is a
white track against a black background, indicated here by a
solid line or lines in the center of each circle » The so-called
recoil tra,cks of nitrogen were seen as single lines in the cham-
ber, and v/ere due to the nitrogen nucleus, v/hich is an ion,
being projected forv/ard by the impinging neutron, Tlie paired
tracks indicated an tomic disintegration. One of the brcwnches,
the shorter, is due to an i so topic nucleus of boron, and the
other to an alxjha particle. The neutron appeared to be captured,
and an alpha particle emitted. The reaction that fits tlie cc.se
i s : ^'^^ -|. ii^^ -> ijll + He"^ •
This is the reverse of the process in which a neutron is emitted
from boron under the bombardment of alpha particles. In the ssime
series of experiments, when oxygen and carbon^cre placed in the
chamber in place oi nitrogen, similar results v/ere obtnined. In
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the case of oxygen, paired tracks similar to those of nitrogen
i
I
were seen, and explained on the reaction:
0l6
^ ^1 ol7-» Cl3 Ee^ ,
This reaction Y/as something entirely new, fotJ, previously,
oxygen and carhon h?~d v/ithstood the onslaughts of "both j>jrotons
and alpha particles* V/ith carhon in the chCvLa"ber in the fonn of
acetylene, only two forked tracks were obtained x.hich could not
be explained by any reaction other than:
q12^ j^1_^ q13-^ Se^ He'^ .
The CTidence Feather obtivined here v;as too flimsy, however, for
any definite conclusion. In the course of the experiments, it
was found that neutrons of about 7.5 x 10^ e.v, (electron
volts) are needed to disintegrate carbon in this manner, if \ie
are to use fast neutrons as l^'eather did, and there are few of
these Tjresent in a Be-Po source, as wr.s used here. Later e:>rperi-
in.ents with stronger sources showed greater success*
This early work by Ferther showed that, very prob-.bly,
quasi-
neutrons enter into definite .chemical ref.ctions with nuclei. In
i
^
each of the cases v/e exf^jnined a-bove , the neutron seemed to be
captured, and c,n isotope of the bombarded eleisient formed. This
isotope then broke down to form a lighter element v/ith the
emission of an alpha particle, ihe formation of an isotope as
an intermediate process does not show in the cloud chai.iber; it
is, for reasons T;e shall sec later, asGUiiied, V/liether it is
present or not, the reaction is practicrliy instantaneous,
Many other experiments hf.ve been perfori.ied, witli these

SLnd other elements, which indicate that the type of reaction v;e
liave seen is one of a fevi definite types of neutron reactions.
In tlie further inTestigation of nitrOi;;en, perhaps tl:e most suc-
cessful ?/ork is tiiat done hy Bonner and Bruhaker^, using both
fast and slow neutrons as "bombarding particles. They used a mix-
ture of nitrogen and Sciturated water vapor in their cloud chaiii-
ber, and carried out experiments v/ith a few different sources.
er
bor fast neutrons, they bombarded beryllium with deu'^ons, the
source being designated as ate+H^" source. Similar neutrons
er
were obtained when they bombarded lithium Y/ith deu'^ons, or used
a "^Li^ K^" source. To get slo\<r neutrons, they surrounded their
source v;ith paraffin spheres, and, to be certain that only slow
neutrons entered the cloud cham.ber, they surrounded that, too,
p:ith paraffin spheres. \/ith illumination provided by a 2000 watt
movie flood leoiip
,
they took 9000 stereoscopic photographs of the
chamber vjhile neutrons were traversing it. In generc.l, three dif
ferent kinds of tracks were found, due respectively to recoil
protons, recoil nitrogen nuclei, tind to tlie disintegrations of
the nitrogen nuclei. 'Jhe first resulted from the hyarogen in the
S7ater vapor, and are present in all cloud chamber photographs
where water provides the vapor, 'Jhey are of all lengths, and con4
stitute the general background. The tracks due to recoil nd)troger|
nuclei are short, about one-iiucrter to one-half centimeter in
length, \7e do not consider these here as they have nothing to do
with disintegrations. The third kind, due to the disintegration
of the nitrogen nucleus, is divisible into four distinct types.
T.\;.Bonner and W.K.Brubaker, "Physical Review", 49, pp. 222-229,
I
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Of the 9000 photographs taken, there were ohserved many
straight and several hundred forked nitrogen disintegration
tracks* The forked tracks v;ere of three kinds, Tlie first kind isi
the same as those found by Feather in his early v/ork, cind is
represented by the reaction:
1^14^ nl >b1^-V- He^ ,
ij'orks of this kind are very numerous* The second type of forked
track is far less freqjient, but is interesting in the^,t one of
the brandies is the track of a xjarticle that seems to bear only
a single charge. In the first type, represented by the reaction
above, the transmutation products were boron and helium. These
bear five and two charges each, respectively, the atomic number
of boron being five, and that of helimn two, j^U.so, their tracks
are thick or dense in proportion to the charges the^'' bear, for
a more heavily charged particle causes more condensation, in
the second type of forked track, one of the branches was found
to be so thin thc.t it was ascribed to a singly charged pc.rticle
,
er
Such a particle could be either a proton or a deut^on. Thus, the
reactions proposed to explain these tracks are:
e r
n^-» »C13 ,^ H^. (deu^on)
and: li^^ n^ Ii^^ C^^ + H^, (proton)
These tracks are so rare that not much stock is placed in then*
The third ;type of forked track has three branches, and is
accordingly called a "trident'*. It is due to a transmutation
thr.t yields three products instead of tT;o, In appearance, the
trident is a bit different from the ordinary forked track. It
Il
•
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has two "brancheG of the same density and length, and a third
which is heavier and separated from the first tv/o by a rather
large angle* The reaction proposed to explain this is:
1t14^ ^1 15 He^ ^ He^ ^ Li"^,
These tridents are slightly more frecj^uent than the recr.ction
giving a carbon isotope and a singly charged particle, and are
thought to be related to the first and most frequent reaction,
in that the boron isotope of mass eleven may brea]<: do\ra to give
lithium of mass seven with the emission of an alpha particle.
An important fact is that all these sharply forked tracks are
due to fast neutrons.
The straight tracks found a,re due to slor/ neutrons, but
can be ex^jlained on the same reaction as that originally deter-
mined by Ji'eather, namely:
he 4
An examination of all that goes on in this particular reaction
will reveal the fact thr.t we must expect a forked track v/ith
an suigle of very nearly one -hundred and eighty degrees between
the branches, iience the straight line, in any neutron bombard-
ment, when a, disintegration of the general type v/e have seen
takes place, the products are both positively charged particles.
They conseq.uently repel eachother. If the disintegration has
been caused by a f; st neutron, each particle will be cicted on
by tv;o forces, one of v;hich is in the direction of the tlectro-
static repulsion, and the other of which is in the direction of
the motion of the neutron. The resultant of these will in ^..ch
case determine the motion of the particle, it is easier for the

^6
tv/o particles to separate along a line perpendicular to the di-
rection of motion of the neutron, so the forks are always bent
with their vertices pointing in the general direction from
which the neutron came. If the disintegration vmis caused "by a
slow neutron, the kinetic energy of the neutron is not enough to
have any effect on the tv/o nev; particles, so they simply sepa-
rate, and their paths lie along what is nearly a straight line»
It v/ill be r straight line if the neutron is moving slowly
enough. One end of this line is wider and heavier than the
other, since it is the path of the heavier and more greatly
charged of the two particles. It is by this tho. t this type oi
straight track is distinguished from other straight tracks.
Since slow neutrons give rise to more activity than do fast ones
a great many of these straight traicks were obtained, and there
is no doubt that they r.re due to the rerction given.
If we have spent a grer-.t deal of time on nitrogen, it
is only because a great deal of work has been done with this
element, /i.s e:qjerimental technique developed, other more dif-
ficult elements were investigated, many of which behave in the
sai.ie nianner as does nitrogen. In the cases of oxygen and carbon,
the reactions proposed by Feather for the few tracks of tliese
elements he obtained seem to be true, rs verified by Plarkins,
Gans, and ITewson,^ The same group have found tliat neon i^lso
undergoes the saine reaction, since it yields similar tracks in
a cloud chamber. The reaction is:
n^ ->Ne21-^0l'^4- He^ ^Ne 20
•V/,D.Harkina, D.M.Gans, and H ,V/.Newson. "Physical Review" ,44,p. 52 3

The work of this group came more than tv.'o years hefore that of
Bonner and Brubaker, and was done solely with fast neutrons.
Their method and procedure were, hov.ever, essentially the sane.
It is noteworthy that, although they took 7600 pairs of photo-
graphs of nitrogen and neutron reactions, they obtained only
twenty-nine acceptable ones, feiis was due partly to the fr.ct
that they used a source icade up of berylliun and a salt of
thorium, and partly to the fact tho t they used fast neutrons,
er
The later workers used fast deui^ons in obtainin^r: their neutrons,
and, as xrt sc:w when discussing sources, these yield more neutronls
They also worked with slow neutrons, which are inherentlj^ more
efficient.
Cn the first day of 1955, Earkins, Gans, and l^e\:son
published another report-^, in which they verified their work on
neon, and announced that fluorine also acts in the same manner.
With 4800 pairs of photographs of neon disintegrations, they
found eleven pairs good enough to yield reliable mea.surei:ients
,
and found that they were expla,ined on the reaction we have
already seen. In working with fluorine, they took 1600 pairs of
photographs in carbon te trafluoride and 3200 in difluor-dichlor-
methane, and obtained thirteen that were suitable for measure-
ment. The suitable reaction is:
Fl9-f. nl-^F20_^ijl6^ He^
.
\7ithin__two_ we_ek£, tiiere appeared a re,.ort on the work of Ivurie^,
.D .Harki ns ,D . :.: . Gans ,H . iJewson. "Phys i cal Rev i c"w" ^TppTs 2~5 5
,
'I
" N, D. Kurie, "Physical Review", 47, pp. 97-107.

in v/liich this ecLuation and all the others we have seen v/ere sub-
stantiated, I'urther verification of t-i.e fluorine e^iuation is had
in the work of Kurcatov, Scepkin, and './iehe^, who not only de-
duced the same reaction, but also v/ent further, and inves tii^si ted
one of the disintegration products* They found that eiuits an
electron to forn oxygen of the So.me mass:
iTl6_^cl6+ e,
I
! The electron is detectable as beta radiation*
I
Kurie also showed, in the sane a,rticle, that the inclu-
sion, in our general reaction, of an intermediate step involving
the formation of an isotope of the bonbarded nucleus is proper*
He found that some of the energy of a fast neutron escapes as
gamma rays in the type of collision v/e hi ve been discussing. Ee
determined the time this radiation lasts and concluded that it
could come only from a temporarily radioactive element of very
short life. It seems quite reasonable, then, that there is aa
intermediate' step in the reaction, in \7hich a radioactive iso-
tope is formed, which emits gamr.ia rays and an alpha particle to
form a lighter element* ¥e have not included these gamiia rays in
writing any of the reactions because this is not necessary to
show the changes in atomic constitution. In the case of slow
neutrons, little or no gamma rays are detected, so tiiat we are
justified in including the active isotope only in tiie case of
j
fast neutrons*
I
^I, Kurcatov, G. Scepkin, and A. V/iebe* "Comptes Rendus de
1 Academy des Sciences" U. 3, 3. R.-nL3, pp. 572-575,
II
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Much of the work we hnve examined vra.s done with fast
neutrons* The greatest advances have been made, however, with
the slow neutron. As we h;^.ve already seen, Bonner and Bruhaker
used this type of neutron to advantage when bomh-.rding nmtrogen»
Similar results were had v^hen investigators tried the action of
slow neutrons on boron and lithium* Usiiig a \7ilson cloud cha.in-
ber, D, P. Llitchell"^ found that slow neutrons are captured by
boron and lithiura nuclei, and that the capturing nuclei are
disintegrated as follov/s:
3IO+ nl-^Li'^'-*- He4
.
Li^'*' n^^He^ +
.
At tlie time, these two rer. ctions \»ere almost unicj_ue, for nit-
rogen v/as the only other element known to be disintegratea
directly by slow neutrons. The boron eq.uation has been verified
by 7/alen? v/ho spread a thin layer of boron on a sheet of le.'?-d,
I
placed this inside a cloud chamber, -md bombarded it with slow
I
neutrons which were admitted through a gold T/indov/ in the side
of iiie chai.iber. The tracks he obtained were explained by the
reaction given for boron» Kurtschatow, Budnizki, and Latishei^
have investigated lithium, and found Mitchell's conclusions to
be correct. As we expect, tliey found tracks without bends in
them, indicating that the transmutation products were ejected in
opposite directions. These tracks were explained on the lithium
"^Dana p. Mitchell* "Physical Review", 49", p. 4567 ~
~
'^R, J. Walen, "Gomptes Rendus", 202, pp. 1500-1502.
^D. Z. Budnizki, I, W. Kurtschatow, and G. D. Latishev.
"Physi kali s che "e i ts chrifte der Sov/j e tuni
o
n", 7>4,pp* 474-483>
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reaction given "by llitchell* In all this Y/ork with slov/ neutrons,
tracks due to recoil nuclei were conspicuously absent, due, of
course, to the fact th^^t these neutrons do not possess suf-
ficient kinetic energy to ca.use recoils*
Artificial R-.dioactivi ty
Thus far, in almost all the reactions vie h-r.ve seen, the
products have consisted of ordinary atomic nuclei, such as
helium nuclei, and stable isotopes. In one case, v/e sav/ that
the isotope of nitro^^en, IT-^^, is beta radioactive, and emits a.n.
electron to form oxygen, 0-^^, the mass of the electron being,
of course, negligible. It has since been found that, at least
where the heavier atoms are concerned, the isotopes formed are
predominantly radio-^. ctive , beta activity being the most comi.-ion*
Curie and Joliot-*- v/ere perhaps the first to notice that tiie
product atom of an artificial disintegration need not always
corresijond to a stable isotope, but could also disinte grate with
a relatively long mean life, v/ith the er.iission of light particles.
As bombarding particles they used alpha particles from polonium
J
and found tii- t the light particle emitted \7as /generally a posi-
tron. Similar results were obtained v/ith several elements by
other experimenters using alpha particles, ;:nd artificir.liy
er
fi.ccelerated protons and deul^one, J3ut, as \:e already know, the
use of charged particles for bombardment limits the possibility
of an activation to the light elements only. In fact, only
Fermi, E.Amaldi
, 0 .D 'Ac^ostino , F.R'.setti, andE.Segre*
"Proceedings of the Royal Society of London", A 146, pp» 483-5Clb

about ten elements up to atomic numlDer fifteen could be ren-
dered active by these nethods, exactly the sarie difficulty as
arose v/ith any borab-^irdment » 3o , as before, the use of neutrons
naturally sugr^ested itself » Fermi and his associ-ites, (to whose
report reference has been made on the preceding page) report
that more than forty of the l-cnovm elements can be activated when
bombarded with neutrons in the ordinary way» V/hen q1o\y neutrons
are used, this number is greatly increased, as are the indi-
vidual activities in general.
If, then, after a nucleus is excited, emission contin-
ues spontaneously, we have a case of artificial radioactivity.
There are two methods by which the radioactive isotope is
created. In one, v;e have the capture of the neutron with the
emission of a light particle, the rea.ction being the same as
that we have been discussing for light elements, except that the
isotofje formed is not stiable, but active. This is the less fre-
quent of the two, and is generally confined to the lighter
elements. The second involves a type of reaction that not only
runs the gamut from elements of atomic weight about tv/enty to
the heaviest elements, but also results in the creation of a
heavier element than the one bombarded. In this reaction, the
neutron is captured, as usual, but there is no eiiiission of a
light pcrticle. Instead, an isotope of the bombarded element is
formed, which isotope is heavier than the bombarded element by
one mass unit. It is possible tor this isotope to be a stable
one, but it is more often an unstable one, and, in general, is
beta active » V/Iien fast neutrons are used, we get much of the

first method and its v/ell-knovm reaction, in addition to a
fairly large amount of gamma radiation. \Vhen v/e use slow neu-
trons, v/hich are "by their very nriture adaicted to ca^jture, we
get much less gami.ia radiation, "but, as we should expect, more
frequent loriaation of heavier isotopes, Tlie slov/ neutron just
has not enough ener^-y to knock out another particle and give a
gamma ray photon. It is thus an ideal pr^rticle for creating
heavier elements, for, when the beta active, heavier isotope
emits an electron, it becomes a new element, one vaiich is one
mass unit heavier than the bombarded particle, and bears one
more positive charge, Incidently, from what we have said here,
it should be expected thr.t, v;hen a slow-neutron-instigated
disintegration results in a reaction like those we have been
seeing, the formation of an active isotope is present as an
intermediate step, just as was found by Kurie (page 23) for the
case of fast neutrons, V/e drew no conclusion then, other thc.n
that we were not justified as yet in assuming this step, because
no gamma' radiation had been detected, \fe see now that none
should be expected, and also that the slow neutron does form
heavier, active isotopes with the heavy elements. It seems
reasonable, then, there being nothing to the contrary, to expect
this intermediate step to be present.
nov/ our standard reaction, and results in a radioactive isotope,
is had in the \7ork of Anderson-^, who created a radioactive sul-
phur i£otope_by bombarding chlorine in the form of CCI4 v/ith
,B,Anderson, "Zeitschrifte ftir Physikalische Chemie? 32» p» 237
An example of a transmutation that follows v;hat is by
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fast neutrons* The reaction indicated is:
Cl^- nl— -4- h1
.
The sulphur isotope is beta active and has a period of about
eight days* A nev/ note is introduced by this reaction in that
the isotope formed is neither heavier nor lighter than the born-
with it is a proton. The emission of a, proton instead of an alxjhi l
particle is peculiar to eiLements of atomic weight ranging be-
tween fifteen and thirty, and rcither comion for those between
twenty and thirty. It is only in this smrll region thr^-^t this
occurs, as it becomes increasingly difficult to knock a charged
particle out of a nucleus as we increase the atomic weight.
I
There are other ex.omples of this particitlar reaction, however,
I and we shall see some of them here, Ambrosenl found that if
i sulphur is bombarded with neutrons, beta active phosphorous of
half-life 17,5±1.1 days results, according to the reaction:
Uahmias and Walen^, using fast neutrons, bombarded fluorine, as
LiF, sodium, as a metal, and beryllium. They observed isotopes
which had various degrees of activity, as shown by a counter^
and established the follov.ing reactions:
br?.rded pF.rticle^ due to the fact that the jparticle emitted along
S32 -p32 ^ j^l
1) Be9 ^ nl —».Li9
2) ITa^S^. nl->Ne23^ ^1
^
3) f19 4- nl->Nl6 ^ ^
4) nl-* f20
•*-J,Ajnbrosen*"Zeitschrif te ftlr Physik"
, 91, pp, 43-46,
2lI.E,Uahmias, R.J.V/alen* "Coraptes Rendus", 203, pp. 71-73.
I
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The isotopes of lithium, neon, nitrogen, anfl fluorine are all
radiop.ctiYe . \7e have met the nitrogen isotope before, and v/ill
remember that it linally yields oxygen* The first two eiiuations
in this last group and the one presented just before them are
of the type yielding a proton as one product* The beryllium
eciuation is interesting in thc.t it is r;..re for so light an ele-
ment, this type of reaction being peculic^r to elements betv/een
atomic weight fifteen and thirty in general, as \ie know. In vie"W
of the fact that the isotope or nev; nucleus formed is not three
mass unitslighter than, but has the same weight as the bomba,rded
particle, this reaction may be thought of as a separ?, te type,
¥e have already seen neutron reactions tlie;t yield new atoms
lighter thc.n and of the sr>.me weight as the bomb^irdea one. We
are now going to examine one that results in a heavier product,
a reaction that involves our second i-iethod of creating a radio-
active isotope, and one of which the last reaction given in
this very ;^=aragraph is an example,
For many reasons, this second type of reaction is one
that is most frequently encountered. In the first jlr.ce, it pre
dominates in the i.iiddle and higher ranges of the atomic table.
Secondly, it has an especially high probability for slov/ neu-
trons, as v/e expect from what v/e have seen of the slow neutron,
and as Evans and Livingston have shown^, Finally, the very lat-
est investigations are being carried on v:ith the heaviest ele-
ments, in which only this reaction see:as zo oe possible. An
"^R. D.Evans and II .S .Livingston. "Review of I.odern Pliysics',' 7,
pp, 229-236.

example of this reaction is, as we said, given in the preceding
paragraph. It is:
In this crse, unlike tiie other tv/o , the isotope iorined does not
inL'nediately "break dov;n to form a nev. element v/ith the ei.iission
of a light particle, but slowly loses an electron. For this
reason, it is representa-hle as a simple addition, ao shown. It
is r. rather scarce reaction for fast neutrons and so light an
element as fluorine, hut it is, nevertheless ,iJossihle , './hen we
use slow neutrons, the sane reaction occurs for i.iore than three
quarters of the elements above atomic number twenty.
Although many investigators have worked on the ^^roblem
of neutron-induced a.rtificial radioactivity, using both fast
and slow neutrons, v/e shall confine our discussion, v/itli regard
to this tyi^e of reaction, to the v/ork of Fermi and his asso-
ciates-^, who have investigated the activity of every known ele-
ment, and given us a full report on their work. The detectors
used by them, and others, are the Geir^er-LIiiller and other
counters, used principally to determine tiie extent and period
of the activity, anfl the cloud chamber, used to identify the
radiation and get its spectrum. To the counter tiiey used, they
attached a mechanical meter operated by a thyratron, which re-
corded the amplified impulses of tlie counter. The decay curves
of the induced activities were, for most elements, simple expo-
nentials. Sometimes they were analyzed into two or more expo-
se — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — -
—
.^K.Fermi^ E.iUnaldi, C ,D 'A_;ostino , F.Rasetti^ E.Segre, and
B.Pontecarvo, "Proceedings of the Royal Society of London",
A 149» pp» 522-558.

nentia.ls, indicating more than one mean life. In addition to the
regular "beta radioactivity of sulDstances, a gamioa radiation was
detected, as indicated when absorption hy two millimeters of
lead was not complete. This should have stopped any gamma rays
due to the neutron source. Only negative electrons were ob-
served, Gher.iiccil methods were used to identify the isotopes pro-
duced, ana, although the yield ox radioactive substance was
rarely more than 10^ atoms, they were very successful. The chem-
ist is at last able to identify ultra-microscopic amounts of mat
ter. When slow neutrons v/ere used, this being accomplished by
carrying out the experiment under water, soi.ie substances had
their activities increased, while the activities of others were
not greatly affected. In every case where the active element was
known to be an isotope of the bombarded one, activation was
increased by the presence of v/ater.
Evidence indicates tliat, when a neutron bombardment
gives rise to a radioactive element isotopic with the original
one, the neutron is captured. Chemical tests actually showed the
active element to be a heavier isotope of the bombarded element.
In addition, Fermi showed by experiment that elements strongly
activated by slow neutrons are very good absorbers oi tiiese neu-
trons. For example, boron absorbed 1000 times more slov; neutrons
than fast ones, and is transmuted much more easily by slow neu-
trons than fast ones. Thus this group has shown that neutrons
involved in this type of reaction are quite probably captured,
and t\iL'-t slow neutrons are more easily c:-ptured th;:.n fast ones,
which is exactly as we expect.
5 t
r
In a fev. ccses, a he-v-vier isotope \7as found v/hicli v/as
not beta active. This v/as attributed to the formation of a
stable isotope. For example, boron v/as found to form one stable
isotope, and yttrium and cadmium, both good absorbers of neu-
trons, yielded no radiation at all. This should happen more
e:.sily in the c^se of an element with many stable isotopes dif-
fering in atonic v/eight by unity, such as cadmium or mercury. In
the majority of cases, however, the isotope formed was found to
be beta active, and in all tliese cases, some gamma radiation v/as
detected, whether fast or slow neutrons were used. It has been
shown by Lea^ that the energy of this gamma radiation usually
corresponds to the binding energy of the neutron, Thr.t the gamma
radiation was actually due to the slow neutrons was shown by the
fact that it vanished when the water was removed*
Fermi and his associates thus found thr t most elements
can be activated, and that a large percentage of tlie neutrons
hitting a nucleus produce an active atom. For light atoms, this
the ScUiie
was usually of^atomic weight or three units lower, depending
on whether a proton or an alpha particle was emitted. Very often
there was little or no gamiria radiation accompanying this type of
reaction, or complete disintegration. For he-.vier atoms, the
active product was ;jlways a heavier isotope. The elements for
which certain activity from tliis re:^ction v;as detected were:
fluorine, sodiuin, manganese, aluminum, silicon, phosphorous,
sulphur, chlorine, potassium, vanadium, chromiura, magnesium.

iron, colDalt, copper, zinc, gallium, arsenic, selenium, bronine,
rubidium, molyladenum, rhodium, palladiura, silver, cadmium,
indiura, antimony, telluriuin, iodine, barium, praseodymium,
neodymium, samarium, gadolinium, tungsten, rlieni^om, iridium,
platinum, gold, thori-ar.i, and uranium. These had, for the most
part, more than one active period each. In the light elements,
some of the active periods were found to be due to reactions in
which protons or alpha particles were emitted, but there was
always one period due to the simple formation of a heavier iso-
tope. In the heavier elements, the multiplicity of periods was
ascribed to the formation of more than one isotope, such as by
the addition of more than one neutron to a nucleus, or to the
various energies possessed by the individual neutrons. Always,
the isotope formed emitted an electron, to form the element with
the next higher atomic number. The investigators detected no
positrons,
A perusal of the list of elements activated by Fermi
and his associates will disclose the fact that it represents
only about one-half of the known elements. They suspected that,
in many other cases, activity was present, but it was not strong
enough for them to be certain. Since their work, others have
investigated these elements, and have detected activities in
some of them. On the basis of tiiese inves ti^;ations , we i.iay add
the follov/ing to our list of activated elements; calcium^,
•^I-I,S,Livin;;ston, G. Henderson , and i: .0 .Lawrence
,
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thalliurnl, ruthenium^, dyprosiuin'5
,
tin"^, and bismuth^. Other
memlaers of the original list have iroi-i time to time "been veri-
fied, so that the list "becomes more and more reliable as time
passes
,
"Ehe fact that heavy atoms absorb neutrons to lorm iso-
topes one mass unit heavier that the bombarded atom iias been
the basis of much work on the problem of creating elements
heavier than uranium, Thr t this might be possible v;as first sus-
pected by Fermi^.who was responsible for much of the work on
artificial radioactivity that we have discussed, Ke realized
that, theoretically, at lea,st, it should be possible to create
elements heavier then uranium by the simple addition of a neu-
tron. The subseq.uent emission of an electron would ^ive this nevu
nucleus the proper atomic number, 'Whether or not it would be
stable was, of course, a matter of conjecture. Support i/as given
to the idea when the activities of uranium bombarded with
Ip.Preiswerk, and H.vHalban, Jr,"Comptes Rendus',' 201, pp. 722-4.
^ I .Kur t s cha to v/ ,L . ileme nov/ , 1 . 3e 1 i now , " Gomp tes Rendus','20G,p.216L,,
^E,R.Gaertner, J.J. Turm, H.R.Crane, "Physical Review',' 49,pp, 7 93 -7,
%,E.ilahmias, "Gomptes Rendus", 202, pp. 1050-2,
5
L. Sosnov/ski, "Gomptes Rendus", 200,pp. 1027-1030,
Fermi, "Nature", 133, pp, 898-b99»
1
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neutrons by Penni and his associates were found to "be four in
nuriber, and two of the activities appeared to be explainable on
the assuLiption that an element heavier than uranium v/?is present.
At the present time, much work is being done on thie problem,
and it bids fair to become one of the most in^portant bits of
research of our time, for never before has a nev; element been
formulated by the hand of man,
THE E IT D
1
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Summary
After having been encountered and remained unrecognised i
by other experimenters, the neutron was finally discovered by
Chadwick in 1932, He it wus v/ho shov/ed that this particle has a
mass approximately the sane as that of the proton, that it bears
no electrical charge, and, consequently, that it has no cheriical
properties. Because it is electrically neutral, the neutron v/as
seen to be a particle capable of attacking the heavier atoine, so
scientists set theinselves to work finding ways of overconine, the
difficulties involved in its use.
Since fast neutrons were found to enter into nuclear
reactions Liuch more rarely than do other pF^rticles, slow neu-
trons, possessing lauch less energy than fast ones, were used.
These are more capable of entering a nucleus than fast neutrons
because they remain near it for a longer period of time, and
hence give the attraction of gravity more tiL.e to act. The dif-
ficulty of detection vanished when it was realised that ti-C neu-
tron can project a proton forward v^ith velocity practically the
sane as its own. This mr.de it possible to detect the neutron in-
directly in botli the cloud chamber and ionisation chambers, and
also to measure its velocity. It was also found that the pro-
ducts of a neutron-instigated disintegration are always ions,
and directly detectable. The fact t}iat neutrons do not occur
free in nature as do alpha particles ceasea to be a difiiculty
when it was found that many sources of neutrons can be easily
prepared. Further, any source was made to yield slow neutrons
by simply surrounding it with water. Thus leutron was
< «
rendered easy to handle, obtain, and detect, and more efficient
as a disintegrator of atoms.
Actual experiiaents v/ith this pprticle suhstr.ntiated the
expectations of those v/ho had predicted and studied it» It is an
ideal particle for use in bomharding the heavier atoms , Feather
did pioneer Y/ork v/itli nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon, using fast
neutrons, and induced a general type reaction for all of these.
In general, he found that the neutron is absorbed by the nucleus
with \vhich it collides, and the two together form an isotope of
the bombc.rded element, which isotope is one mr.ss unit heavier.
This isotope imiLedic. tely disintegrates v.-ith the errdssion of a
light particle (proton or alpha particle) and some gaunma radia-
tion to foriii an isotope of an atom of the s?j;:e weight as or
lighter than the struck atom. Other investigators bore him out
in this, and found the sarae to be true of elements up to atomic
weight thirty, \7ith elements heavier than this it v;as found that
fast neutrons are not so effective as slov/ ones, and tliat it be-
comes increasingly difficult for the nucleus to emit a positively
charged particle. In a fev. cases, it was found tliat the struck
nucleus w<i3 disintegrated immediately, and in still fewer, tiiat
the disintegration product did not alv/ays have to be stable, but
could disintegrate still further,
Not only could the disintegration products brei.k down
further, but they could also become radioactive, as \7as noticed
by Curie and Joliot, and investigated by Fermi and others. In
general v;e can have two types of reaction, For light atoms, up
to atomic weight about thir ty, we h:.ve the ca^^ture of the neutro n.

and immediate disintegration of the isotope formed, mucii the
same as the reaction type found by Feather, except that the heav^y
product slowly disintegrates v;ith the er.iisDion of a,n electron to
form a, different element. If fast neutrons : re used, this reac-*
tion yields some gEmiria radia.tion in the formation of the radio-
active isotope, 3l0Y/ neutrons do not usually have enough energy
to give gam^ia rays. In genercil, this is a fsst neutron reaction,
and confined to the elenents in tiie neighlDorhood of atomic
weight thirty. The more comj:ion reaction is of a different type,
and is coim.xOn to both fast and slow neutrons. In this type, the
neutron is ca^^tured, but there is no imi::ediate disintegration,
Instea,d, an isotoxje of the struck nucleus is formed, Tiiis is
usually unstable, and disintegrates v/i th the emission of an
electron to form a new isotope one mass unit heavier than r.nd
bearing one more positive charge than the struck nucleus. In
each case, this radiation continues spontaneously after the neu-
tron source hns been removed, and behaves in the s.':me manner as
natural beta-radiation, hence the name "artificial radioactivity
It v/us noticed by Fermi that the type of reaction in
v;hich the neutron is captured to form an active isotope of an
element heavier than the one bombarded alv/ftys yields, upon the
emission of an electron, en element higher on the atomic scale.
With this in mind, he began v;ork on the creation of an ele::.ent
heavier than uranium, 7/ork toward tliis end is now going on, and
may well be the most important scientific work of our time.
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